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Essential questions
What is Latin America?
Why fascinating yet so frustrating?
How has world impacted Latin America
How has Latin America Impacted the World
What will be its global role?

“Latin America was born in blood and fire, in conquest and
slavery.” Chasteen, Born in Blood and Fire, p 1

•

Thanks for signing in. Please email me any suggestions for how I might improve this class.

•

This is the last of the four lectures on part one and I hope you will sign up for part two

•

I hope you have gained a better understanding of the modern world with the first three classes

•

•

In class 1 we reviewed Western Europe’s important role in the modern world

•

In class 2. We reviewed the British Empire and its important role in the spread of parliamentary
governments, the English language, and it’s important offshoots –U.S., Canada, Australia, New Zealand,

•

In class 3, we discussed the Soviet Union, the Cold War, the collapse of the Soviet Union and the revival
of its successor Russia and the challenges Putin presents

•

Today, we’re shifting focus from Europe to Latin America and its diversity and peripheral world position

My goal today is to overview the evolution of Latin America and how its position in the world is beginning to shift
from a peripheral role to a potentially more engaged role
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European encounter of America:
World turning point

◼

◼

◼

◼

World balance of economic power, long favored the
Chinese, began to shift in favor of Western Europeans
Missionaries and migrants revolutionized the world
balance of religion by making New World Christian
Evolution went into reverse, for millions of years, lifeforms began to converge with Columbia Exchange
Microbes wiped out millions of natives and changed
demographics of world
Felipe Fernandez-Armesto, Ideas That Changed the World, DK Publishing, 2003, pages 219.
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The European encounter with Latin America is one of the greatest turning
points in the history of the world.
◼

One of today’s most prominent historians, Felipe Fernandez-Armesto, summarizes the impacts
as follows:

The consequences included the reversals of three great historical trends. The world balance of
economic power, which had long favored the Chinese, began gradually to shift in favor of Western
Europeans…. Missionaries and migrants revolutionized the world balance of religious allegiance by
making the New World largely Christian. …

Meanwhile, evolution went…into reverse: previously, for millions of years, life-forms in different parts
of the world had tended to diverge, … now they began to converge as European ships shifted
species back and forth. …[M]icrobes … wiped out millions of native Americans and changed the
demographic profile of the planet.
Felipe Fernandez-Armesto, Ideas That Changed the World, DK Publishing, 2003, pages 219
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Significance of Understanding Latin
America to Understanding the World
◼

In past 500 years went from
◼
◼

◼

◼

◼

European colonies to independence
From U.S. backyard and Forgotten Continent to global
engagement with China and combatting climate change

Yet, despite the change and fascination with its
society and resource abundance, has made only
frustratingly average progress
Latin America has remained at periphery as center of
world shifted to the east
But world position now evolving from periphery to
greater prominence
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Significance of Understanding Latin America to Understanding the World
◼

◼

◼
◼

In past 500 years went from
◼
European colonies to independence
◼
From U.S. backyard and Forgotten Continent to global engagement with China and easing climate change
Yet, despite the change and fascination with its society and resource abundance, has made only frustratingly
average progress
Latin America remained at periphery as center of world shifted to the east
But world position now evolving from periphery to greater prominence
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33 countries, nearly double
the population and more than
double the area of U.S.
4

What is Latin America?
•

Basically it’s the part of the world south of the United States border and consists of four major areas:

•

Mexico which has about 125 million people

•

Central America which has about 30 million people

•

Caribbean and West Indies which has about 40 million people

•

In South America which has the remainder or about 450 million people

•

It’s an area discovered 500 years ago, colonized by Spanish and Portuguese, and transformed from an
isolated area of the world for thousands of years then suddenly besieged by aliens from a distant
continent

•

It’s a diverse and large area, consisting of some 30 separate countries with about double the population
and more than double the size of U.S.

•

With its abundant resources and growing population it’s likely to play a much more prominent role in the
future than it has in its past where has largely been at the periphery of the world
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Understanding Latin America: from
conquest, independence,
intervention, to average player
◼
◼

◼

◼

◼
◼

Began as colonies of Spain & Portugal
Natives, that survived guns, germs and steel, had their
treasures plundered, society and ethnicity replaced by
immigrants from Europe and slaves from Africa
After 300 years, able to win independence while Spain
in Napoleonic wars and then 5 lost decades
Attracted the attention, trade, Monroe Doctrine
“protection” (subordination) and 56 U.S. interventions
Became volatile politically and economically
Until 21st century – U.S. backyard & “Forgotten
Continent”
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Background to Understanding Latin America
◼
◼

◼

◼
◼

◼

Began as a colonies of Spain and Portugal
Natives, that survived guns, germs and steel, had their treasures plundered, society and
ethnicity replaced by immigrants from Europe and slaves from Africa
After 300 years, able to win independence while Spain in Napoleonic wars and then 5 lost
decades
Attracted the attention, trade, Monroe Doctrine “protection” and 56 U.S. interventions
Became volatile politically and economically
Until 21st century – U.S. backyard & “Forgotten Continent”
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Region of
diverse
settlements
and
products,
besieged
by guns,
gems and
steel
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Region of diverse settlements, ethnicities, and products
▪
▪
▪
▪

Began as a colonies of Spain and Portugal
Spanish went for plunder of gold and silver in Aztecs of Mexico and Incas of Peru
Portuguese didn’t initially find gold or silver so produced sugar and imported slaves
Natives, that survived diseases and guns, had their treasures plundered, society and ethnicity
replaced by immigrants from Europe and slaves from Africa

▪

In subsequent centuries, exports of commodities primarily sugar, tobacco, beef, bananas, copper,
oil, dominated

▪

Even as late as 1960, 95% of Latin American exports were raw commodities
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History of geopolitical &
economic upheavals
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.

IX.

X.

1500-1810: Encounter, colonization, slavery, silver, sugar
1820-1870: “5 lost decades”- post independence turmoil
1870-1914: A belle epoque era of growth until WW I
1930s: Great Depression hurt exports and economy
1940s: WW II boom for jobs and exports
1950-70s: Cold War, Castro, dictators supported by U.S.
1980-90s: “Lost decade,” Washington Consensus reforms
Mid-1990s: Left wing presidents (Pink Revolution), anti-U.S.
2000s: Commodity boom from China, failures of Pink
Revolutions, end of boom and rise of pragmatism
2020: Pandemic, GDP/capita decade low, split right/left

Understand their wariness of gringos?
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History of Geopolitical & Economic upheavals
I.
II.
III.
IV.

V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.
IX.

X.

1500 –1810: Encounter, colonization, slavery, silver, sugar
1820-1870: “5 lost decades”- post independence turmoil
1870-1914: A belle epoque era of growth until WW I
1930s: Great Depression hurt exports and economy
1940s – WW II- boom for jobs and exports
1950-70s - Cold War, Castro, dictators supported by U.S.
1980-90s - “Lost decade,” Washington Consensus reforms
Mid-1990s - Left wing presidents (Pink Revolution), anti-U.S.
2000s - Commodity boom from China, failures of Pink Revolutions, end of boom and rise of
pragmatism
2020 – Pandemic – GDP/capita low of decade, split right/left
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Why vulnerable to European
colonization?
• Except for Aztecs and Incas,
mostly scattered hunter-gatherers
• Lacked technology - no wheeled vehicles, draft
animals, sailing ships, metal tools, weapons,
cattle, pigs, horses, wheat, rice, sugar cane,
bananas, coffee …
• No resistance to European diseases - by 1550s,
two thirds natives wiped out
• Gold and silver attracted worst kind (Cortez,
Pizzaro, pirates)

• Infidels attracted religious zealots and Inquisitors

8

Colonization and European Transformation 1500-1820
• Except for Aztecs and Incas, Latin Americans were mostly scattered hunter-gatherers
• Lacked technology - no wheeled vehicles, draft animals, sailing ships, metal tools, weapons,
cattle, pigs, horses, wheat, rice, sugar cane, bananas, and coffee

• No resistance to European diseases - by 1550s, two thirds natives wiped out
• Gold and silver attracted worst kind (Cortez, Pizzaro, pirates)
• Infidels attracted religious zealots and Inquisitors

Angus Maddison, Contours Of The World Economy, 1-2030 AD, Oxford University Press 2007,
pages 87-102.
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Whys & wherefores of Spanish Colonization
• Why? Competition with Portugal,
Columbus’s error, spread Catholicism
• Wherefores?
• 2 mil. Spaniards settled
• 2/3rds indigenous deaths
• Spain’s golden age 16 & 17 centuries
• Silver & gold financed European wars
• Spain splurged & failed to invade
England

Latin America has been indelibly marked by the weight
of the sword and of the cross … from a colonization in
which military power and Catholic Church acted
together. Understanding Latin America: A Decoding Guide, by Alfredo Toro Hardy 9

Spanish Colonization: With the sword and cross
• As the red on the map indicates, Spain claimed over half the United States, most of the Caribbean
and Central America and the Western half of South America
• Americas in Spanish Empire, except Brazil, Canada and a few small countries
• Why? For trade and spread of Catholism after Columbus in 1492

• During the colonial period (1492–1832), nearly 2 million Spaniards settled in the Americas
• A further 3.5 million immigrated during the post-colonial era (1850–1950)
• Spain enjoyed a cultural golden age in 16th and 17th centuries
• Silver and gold from America financed European and North African wars – including laying waste
to Netherlands and disastrous attempt to invade England.
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Spanish looted then
sapped Aztecs & Incas

◼

◼

◼

After an initial phase of looting, and gold and silver lust, the
Spanish …turned Latin America into the most unequal continent in
the world and sapped much of its economic potential.” (pages 18-19)
“[T]he great Aztec and Inca civilizations…were politically
centralized and complex, built roads, and provided famine relief.
The Aztecs had both money and writing, and the Incas …recorded
vast amounts of information on knotted ropes….(pages 50-1)
Inca Empire… was richer and more technologically sophisticated,
and more politically centralized…. than [those] … occupying North
America. The turning point was the way in which this area was
colonized and how this contrasted with the colonization of North
America. (pages 432-3)
Source: Daron Acemoglu and James A. Robinson, Why Nations Fail:, 2012
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Spanish looted then sapped Latin America
◼

After an initial phase of looting, and gold and silver lust, the Spanish …turned Latin America into
the most unequal continent in the world and sapped much of its economic potential.” (pages 1819)

◼

◼

“[T]he great Aztec and Inca civilizations…were politically centralized and complex, built roads,
and provided famine relief. The Aztecs had both money and writing, and the Incas …recorded
vast amounts of information on knotted ropes….(pages 50-1)
Inca Empire… was richer and more technologically sophisticated, and more politically
centralized…. than [those] … occupying North America. The turning point was the way in which
this area was colonized and how this contrasted with the colonization of North America. (pages
432-3)

Source: Daron Acemoglu and James A. Robinson, Why Nations Fail:, 2012
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Why so fascinating?
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Home of great civilizations –
Mayas, Incas, Aztecs
Rich mix of ethnicities – 36%
mixed indigenous, 31% white, 8%
mixed black, 8% black, 7%
indigenous, 10% other
Modern 6 mil + cities – Mexico
City, Rio de Janeiro, São Paulo,
Lima, Buenos Aires, Santiago
Incredible geography - Amazon
rain forest, fertile pampas, Andes,
Caribbean beaches,
Mineral wealth – silver, gold,
copper, lithium
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Why so fascinating?
◼
Home of great civilizations – Mayas, Incas, Aztecs
◼
Rich mix of ethnicities – 36% mixed indigenous, 31% white, 8% mixed black, 8% black, 7%
indigenous, 10% other
◼
Modern 6 mil + cities – Mexico City, Rio de Janeiro, São Paulo, Lima, Buenos Aires, Santiago
◼
Incredible geography - Amazon rain forest, fertile pampas, Andes, Caribbean beaches,
◼
Mineral wealth – silver, gold, copper, lithium
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Why so frustrating? All the
upheavals slow progress
◼
◼
◼

◼
◼

◼
◼

◼

Underachieving; only average progress
Income inequality and racism
Lack of industrialization and dependence on commodity
exports
Chaos spreads from one country to next (like Covid-19)
Blame problems on gringo interventions & rigged markets
Political polarization and unrest undermines accountability
Dissatisfaction with pensions, labor rights, wages and
access to higher education
77% feel government does not care
12

Why Frustrating? Turmoil increases instability and slows growth
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼
◼

◼
◼

People are angry - Feel governments do not have their best interests at heart, either because corrupted by an ideology
that seems to be working for nobody except those in power, or because government policies have only benefited some
Competing ideologies trading power - Argentina's populist left replaced center-right president; whereas in Bolivia socialist
president forced to resign opening way for right-wing
Chaos is contagious from one country to next (like spread from Minneapolis in U.S.!) Bolivia's protests and strike prompted
by similar ones in Ecuador and Chile
Governments blame problems on foreign meddling: Columbia blames flood of refugees from Venezuela while Venezuela
blames Columbian mercenaries. Brazil and Bolivia expelled Cubans for meddling.
Dissatisfaction and indignation over pensions, labor rights, wages and access to higher education.
Blame game is good for politics but adds to polarization which exacerbates domestic political unrest by deflecting
accountability. Cuba blames imperial north.
Turmoil and blame of opponents makes it difficult for dialogue and finding solutions.
While past protests have sometimes delivered democratic results, they also a risk vicious cycle where legitimate societal
concerns are weaponized by those interested in destabilizing and damage long-term stability and growth

Source: Five keys to understanding Latin America's turmoil, y CNN's Rafael Romo, December 4, 2019,
cnn.com/2019/12/03/americas/five-keys-latin-america-protests-romo-intl/index.html>
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Portuguese Brazil very different
from Spanish colonies
◼

◼
◼

◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

Non-sedentary Tupi’s decimated and replaced by
slaves
Royalty fled Napoleon to Brazil & ruled for decades
Didn’t split apart at independence
Little exchange with neighboring Spanish
North coast sugar plantations colonial economic hub
Capital moved to Rio de Janeiro in 1822
World’s 5th in area and 6th in population
BRIC – but only middle prosperity of Latin America
13

Portuguese visions very different from Spanish colonies
•

Didn’t split apart at independence and continued ruled by royalty for decades

•

Brazil has had little direct trade with and contact with its neighboring Spanish-speaking countries and today still
stands somewhat apart from them culturally

•

North coast sugar plantations were economic hub of colonial Brazil until gold and diamonds discovered at Minas
Gerais.

•

Then hub moved to southwest today at Rio and São Paulo

•

Brazil – most populous of Latin America with 211 million, and world's fifth-largest and sixth most populous.

•

Capital Brasília, new city hacked out in jungle interior 700 miles from Rio the previous capital

•

Brazil was in Portuguese Empire in 1500 and remained a Portuguese colony until 1808, when the capital of the
empire was transferred from Lisbon to Rio de Janeiro.

•

Independence in 1822 with the creation of the Empire of Brazil, a constitutional monarchy and parliamentary
system.

•

Brazil is one of the world's major breadbaskets, being the largest producer of coffee for the last 150 years.
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Caribbean, only 7% of Latin America, but
significant role in world

◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

Crossroads of Empires
◼
More profitable than U.S.
◼
Larger than Mediterranean ◼
More land than UK
◼
More (44 mil.) than Canada ◼
◼

Columbia Exchange
Sugar and tobacco exports
Triangular trade
Panama Canal
Cuban missile crisis
14
Vacation land

Caribbean is only 7% of Latin America, but significant role in world
◼
◼
◼
◼

◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

Crossroads of Empires
More profitable than early U.S. colonies
Larger than Mediterranean
More land than UK
More (44 mil.) than Canada
Columbia Exchange
Sugar and tobacco exports
Triangular trade
Panama Canal
Cuban missile crisis
Vacation land
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Slaves backbone of
economy in Caribbean
& Brazil
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼
◼

Slaves - 77% of Atlantic
crossings before 1820
95% of 10+ mil. slaves
to Latin America
Slaves produced sugar
and tobacco for export
Left big voids and scars in Africa – destroyed
culture, lost prime-age males and poisoned politics
Destroyed culture and cause famine in W. Africa
Blacks and mixed black 15-24% today

15

Slaves backbone of economy in Caribbean & Brazil
•

Destroyed traditional cultures in West Africa, which supplied most captives

•

Destroyed traditional cultures

•

Loss of workforce led to famines

•

Put war lords in control & increased warfare

•

Social impacts – loss of males

•

But African economy little benefit

•

Poisoned political landscape of Africa and set disturbing precedents

•

As a result of import of black slaves from Africa, ethnicity is 15-24% black and mixed black today
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Cuba: Small island, big
geopolitically
◼
◼
◼

◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

Close to U.S.
Large sugar and cigar exports
U.S. client state after Spanish-American War
Humiliated U.S. at disastrous Bay of Pigs fiasco
Became Cold war Soviet ally and U.S. embargoed
Castro’s Communism crusade had influence in Americas
1962 Cuban missile crisis most dangerous of Cold War
1991 – Soviet Collapse ended support; Venezuela aided
Continuing U.S. embargo & nemesis
One of 5 remaining Communist countries
Decades of relative economic decline
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Cuba: Small Island, big geopolitically
◼
◼
◼
◼

◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

Close to U.S.
Large sugar and cigar exports
U.S. client state after Spanish-American War
Humiliated U.S. at disastrous Bay of Pigs fiasco
Became Cold war Soviet ally and U.S. embargoed
Castro’s Communism crusade had influence in Americas
1962 Cuban missile crisis most dangerous of Cold War
1991 – Soviet Collapse ended support; Venezuela aided
Continuing U.S. embargo & nemesis
One of 5 remaining Communist countries
Decades of relative economic decline
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Country differences, yet
many similarities
Pope Francis back to Argentina
◼

◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

◼

◼

Iberian colonialism, Catholicism, and ethnic identities
Inequality in income, wealth and political influence
Advantages of coastal vs. mountain areas
Independence between 1810 and 1830
Pendulum swings to and from authoritarianism
Democratization and reform waves in 1980s and ‘90s

“Pink Tide” wave and failures
Slowdown of China commodity boom & pragmatism
In Latin America, even atheists are Catholics.
Carlos Fuentes – Mexican novelist
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Differences but many commonalities of South American countries
◼

◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

Iberian colonialism, Catholicism, and ethnic identities
Inequality in income, wealth and political influence
Advantages of coastal vs. mountain areas
Independence between 1810 and 1830
Waves toward and away from authoritarianism
Democratization and reform waves in 1980s and ‘90s
“Pink Tide” wave and failures
Slowdown of commodity boom and pragmatism

Michael Reid, Forgotten Continent-the Battle for Latin America’s Soul, Yale University Press, 2007, chapter 1.
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Latin America at periphery
◼

◼
◼

◼

◼

◼

World systems theory divides world into core, semi-periphery
and periphery countries
Western Core: focus on higher skill, capital-intensive production
Periphery: focus on low-skill, labor-intensive production and
extraction of raw materials
Core’s financial and technological penetration of periphery
results in unbalanced economic structure that limits growth in
periphery
Knowledge economy and finance now dominate industry core
nations while manufacturing shifting to semi-periphery
Periphery - in Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa
18

Latin America at World Periphery
◼
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼
◼

◼
◼

◼

"World-system" is the division of labor, which divides the world into core countries, semi-periphery countries, and the periphery countries.
Core countries focus on higher skill, capital-intensive production, and the rest of the world focuses on low-skill, labor-intensive production and
extraction of raw materials.
It’s related to “Dependency theory” of financial and technological penetration of periphery countries by the developed capitalist core countries and
results in an unbalanced economic structure that limits self-sustained growth in the periphery.
Dependency and world system theory argue that the poverty and backwardness of poor countries are caused by their peripheral position in the
international division of labor
Knowledge economy and finance now dominate the industry in core nations while manufacturing has shifted to semi-periphery and periphery ones
Technology has become a defining factor in the placement of nations into core or semi-periphery versus periphery.
Peripheral states are the least economically diversified, have relatively weak governments and institutions, lack infrastructural development and often
depend on extracting and exporting raw materials to core nations and are least industrialized.
Peripheries are in Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa
Semi periphery countries - are midway between core and periphery and moving towards industrialization Historically, two examples of semi peripheral
nations were Spain and Portugal. In the 20th century, "settler colonies" of Australia, Canada and New Zealand had semi peripheral status and in 21st
century Brazil, Russia, India, Israel, China, South Korea and South Africa (BRICS)
U.S. began to take the place of the British as a new dominant nation after WW I At its height, U.S. accounted for over half of the world's industrial
production, owned two thirds of the gold reserves and supplied one third of the world's exports. However, since the end of the Cold War and
bipolarism, the hegemonic position has been in decline as world becomes more multipolar
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Contrasting U.S. views of Latin America
◼

Traditional View until 1940s - A story of failure
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

◼

Modern view – not inherently doomed
◼
◼
◼

◼

Hot-blooded, emotional Latins
Lacked self-discipline, unstable, peripheral
Catholic-lacked Protestant work ethic
Tropical climate-discouraged work
Fated racially, culturally, and geographically
Stable, capitalist economies
Mostly liberal democracies
Role in climate change

Goodbye Columbus
Chasteen, Born in Blood and Fire, p 12-14

In 1940 U.S. poll, 25-50% described people of Latin America as “quick-tempered,
emotional, backward, lazy, ignorant, suspicious, dirty, and proud.” - Fernandez-Armesto,
The Americas, p. 202
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Contrasting views of Latin America
•

Traditional View until 1940s - A story of failure
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Hot-blooded, emotional Latins
Lacked self-discipline, unstable, peripheral
Catholic-lacked Protestant work ethic
Tropical climate-discouraged work
Fated racially, culturally, and geographically

Modern view – not inherently doomed
• Stable, capitalist economies
• Mostly liberal democracies
• Role in climate change

Now, Columbus’s fall as his statues are being attacked and removed

In 1940 U.S. poll, 25-50% described people of Latin America as “quick-tempered, emotional, backward, lazy, ignorant,
suspicious, dirty, and proud.” - Fernandez-Armesto, The Americas, p. 202
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Schizophrenic U.S.-Latin America relations
◼

Neighbor but often not neighborly
◼

◼
◼
◼

◼

◼

Took half of Mexico’s territory
56 military interventions
Monroe Doctrine – Europe Keep Out
Teddy Roosevelt Corollary –U.S. is
your disciplinarian
No Marshall Plan aid

Close ties
◼
◼
◼
◼

◼

Panama Canal project
Largest importer, exporter, investor
Largest source of foreign born
Alliance for Progress & NAFTA trade
Tourism
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Problematic U.S. & Latin America relations
◼

Neighbor but often not neighborly
◼
◼
◼
◼

◼

◼

Took half of Mexico’s territory
56 military interventions
Monroe Doctrine – Europe Keep Out
Teddy Roosevelt Corollary –U.S. is your disciplinarian
No Marshall Plan aid

Close ties
◼
◼
◼
◼

◼

Panama Canal project
Largest importer, exporter, investor
Largest source of foreign born
Alliance for Progress & NAFTA trade
Tourism
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Rich in resources but average otherwise
Latin American world share 2018
Series Name
GDP, PPP (Bil. constant 2017 intl $)
Population, total (millions)
GDP/Capita, PPP (Bil. constant 2017 intl $)
Trade ($ Bil PPP)
Land area (1000 sq.mi.)
Forest area (1000 sq. mi.)
Agricultural land (1000 sq mi)

2018
10,476
641
16,334
4,922
7,815
3,608
2,943

2018 % of
World
8%
8%
99%
7%
16%
24%
16%

Source : World Development Indicators, last Updated 5/28/2020. downloaded 6/20/20. All
shares in currency are in constant 2017 International $PPP

◼
◼
◼
◼

◼

◼
◼
◼

8% of world GDP, population and trade
Per capita GDP is about world average
But double to triple world share of land & forest
Largest global rain forest: vital but jeopardized global
climate resource
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Rich in resources but average otherwise
8% of world GDP, population and trade
Per capita GDP is about world average
But double to triple world share of land & forest
Largest global rain forest – vital but jeopardized global climate change resource
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Jeopardized Amazon
Rainforest vital for food,
power supply & the global
climate
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Amazon River basin spans 6 countries,
covers 1/3 of S America, equals 71% of area of U.S.
Rivers in the Sky: Creates half its own rainfall - moisture
laden air reaches Andes then rains supplying Amazon River
Deforestation approaching tipping point where will no
longer generate sufficient rainfall to maintain forest cover
If rapid deforestation continues will eventually reduce
agriculture & power production affecting millions
Not to mention the adverse global climate change effects
22

Amazon Rainforest critical for Food, Power Supply, and climate change
•

Amazon Basin rainforest creates half its own rainfall! Moisture contained in air crossing the Amazon when reaches Andes
cools, and rains down supplying Amazon River system

•

Deforestation is approaching a tipping point that will no longer generate sufficient rainfall to maintain forest

•

Problem goes beyond Brazil and may l eventually turn into a grassland savanna that will undercut agriculture and power
production across much of South America and upend the lives of millions of people.

•

Amazon River basin spans six countries and covers more than a third of the South American continent.

•

Contains 20% of world’s river water, generates electricity and irrigates crops across much of South America.

•

But over the past five decades, deforestation has destabilized the unique ecosystem that underpins this prosperity.

•

Rainforests have high and continuous rainfall and have been called the "jewels of the Earth" and the "world's largest
pharmacy", because over one quarter of natural medicines have been discovered there

•

Rainforests are also responsible for 28% of world's oxygen turnover - processing it through photosynthesis from carbon
dioxide and consuming it through respiration.
Source: The Amazon Is Nearing the Point of No Return- Deforestation Threatens South America’s Food and
Power Supply, By Thomas Lovejoy, Foreign Affairs, February 10, 2020
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Late (1980s) arrivals to democracy
2018 Democracy indicators for
Latin America
Country
Uruguay
Columbia
Chile
Ecuador
Peru
Bolivia
Argentina
Brazil
Parguay
Mexico

Year
Polity IV
democratic Score
1952
1957
1964
1979
1980
1982
1983
1985
1992
1997

10
7
10
5
9
7
9
8
9
8

FIW
Rank
15
51
23
68
59
83
47
50
70
72

Year became Democratic is based upon the first year of 5 consecutive years that the country
Polity IV score is a score of + 10 (fullly democratic) to -10 (fully autocratic) where 6 or more is
FIW= 2018 Freedom of World ranking of 167 countries
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Late arrivals to democracy
•

Three countries in Latin America stand out economically and politically: Chile,
Uruguay, and Costa Rica

•

Chile is the only Latin America country it’s in the major organization for advanced
countries-the Organization Of Economic Development and Cooperation(OECD)

•

Uruguay was the first country to become democratic

•

Mexico did not become democratic until 1997

•

Venezuela, once the richest country in Latin America and has world’s largest oil
reserves, is now international basket case
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Wide range in country prosperity rankings
Chile, Costa Rica, & Uruguay most prosperous
Highest prosperity in Southern Cone and west
Coast, 3 biggest of Brazil, Mexico and
Columbia global rank ~ 70
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Prosperity in Latin America and the Caribbean had been rising since 2009, but it has stagnated since 2014, resulting in the region’s prosperity falling closer to
the global average. Reasons for the changes in Latin America and the Caribbean’s prosperity are as follows:

Improvements
• All countries saw an improvement in their market access and infrastructure, with Colombia (68th) improving the most, followed by Panama (48th). Both
these countries experienced significant improvements in internet bandwidth, coverage, and usage, and they signed bilateral free trade agreements with the
United States in 2012.
• Safety and security improvements in the region are characterised by a reduction in the level of politically related terror and violence, including reductions in
the rates of extrajudicial killings and political imprisonment, particularly exemplified by Colombia (152nd), Ecuador (73rd), and Guyana (86th).
• The improvement in education, seen in 20 countries across the region, is exemplified by Peru (63rd), which has enacted extensive reforms to the education
system.2
In the last 10 years, secondary education completion rates rose by 24 percentage points, the average number of years women spend in school also
increased from 10.6 to 11.6 years, and the literacy rate of the adult population rose from 90% to 94%.

Deteriorations
• Governance across the region has weakened, with 15 countries deteriorating. This is evidenced by the recently inflamed political situation in Venezuela
(167th), as well as deteriorations in government effectiveness and political accountability in Chile (28th), Haiti (149th), and Nicaragua (137th). On the other
hand, Ecuador (109th) and Argentina (53rd) have bucked the trend, both countries rising 24 rankings over the decade.
• Economic quality has declined in aggregate across the region, although this has been driven by a concentrated decline in just 9 of 25 countries. The
increased macroeconomic fragility of Venezuela (165th), and declining fiscal sustainability in Brazil (102nd) have driven the decline
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Overall, Latin America Prosperity ranks average
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2019 Latin America Prosperity Ranks Average
• Latin America is in the middle position overall of the international prosperity rankings, ranking
fourth of the seven major regions
• It has been in fourth position for at least a decade and has made less progress than either the
Asia-Pacific or Eastern Europe regions

• It ranks significantly above the sub-Saharan Africa and the Middle East, and fairly similar to
Eastern Europe and Asia-Pacific
• It ranks significantly below North America and Western Europe

• It’s strongest ranking of third, is in personal freedom health, and natural environment
• It’s weakest ranking is in safety and security, governance, investment environment, enterprise
conditions
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Much Political Corruption

Scandal “Operation Car Wash” hit 10 countries. Odebrecht, Brazilian
construction giant, convicted for paying $1 bil. in bribes past 15
years to leaders in Brazil, Peru and Argentina.
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Political Corruption in Latin America
•

Corruption Perceptions Index (CPI) ranks countries "by their perceived levels of public sector corruption,
as determined by expert assessments and opinion surveys.“

•

The 2019 CPI, ranks 180 countries "on a scale from 100 (very clean) to 0 (highly corrupt)".

•

Latin America ‘s average 2019 score was 40 of 100

•

Generally, the Southern Cone had the best scores and Venezuela and Haiti the poorest scores

•

The 2019 CPI report noted “Brazil Corruption remains one of the biggest impediments to economic and
social development [and] remains stagnated, with its lowest CPI score since 2012.

•

Significant challenges …” Specifically, political party financing and electoral integrity are big challenges.”

•

The scandal dubbed “Operation Car Wash” hit 10 countries and was one of the biggest corruption
scandals in history. Odebrecht, the Brazilian construction giant ,was convicted for paying U.S.$1 billion in
bribes over the past 15 years, including to political leaders in Brazil, Peru and Argentina during elections.
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Future world position?
Become dynamic

Latin America GDP per capita growth
(Constant 2010 US$)
8.0%
6.0%
4.0%
2.0%
0.0%
-2.0%
-4.0%
-6.0%
-8.0%

◼

◼
◼

◼

◼

COVID-19 GDP drop of 7.2%; most severe in a
century and world regions
2011-2020 lost decade, growth GDP/capita 0.6%
Must advance productivity and avoid protectionism
which dampens dynamism
Need focus on human capital - foster productivity by
acquiring skills for technology-driven labor market
Need to create an environment conducive to
investment, new entrepreneurs and new ideas
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Future world position? Become dynamic
•

Big challenge for Latin America is to emerge from the coronavirus with a new growth paradigm that avoids the
errors of the past and learns from successful cases in other parts of the world.

•

Must advance productivity and avoid protectionism which curtails investment, innovation and dynamism

•

COVID-19 pandemic will result in a 7.2% fall in GDP in 2020 – the most severe in a century and one of the
hardest hit regions which will reduce jobs and increase poverty.

•

The past 10 years were a lost decade - average growth in per capita GDP of a paltry 0.6%.

•

Need focus on building human capital - foster productivity, adopt of new education and training using digital tools
and distance learning methods to acquire the skills demanded by a more technology-driven labor market.

•

Unfortunately, nearly half of all Latin Americans lack broadband

•

To increase productivity, need to create an environment conducive to investment, new entrepreneurs and new
ideas, and eliminate the impediments that have limited competition and curbed economic vitality for far too long.
Source: Latin America and the Caribbean must rethink its future, and the time is now, by CARLOS
FELIPE JARAMILLO, JULY 02, 2020, World Bank
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COVID-19: deepest global recession in decades

Real GDP Forecasts for 2020 & 2021
(Percent change from previous year)

World
Euro Area
Latin America
United States
Russia
MENA
India
Sub-Sahara
China
World trade
Oil prices
Commodity prices

2017
3.3
2.5
1.9
2.4
1.8
1.1
7.0
2.6
6.8
5.9
23.3
5.5

2018
3.0
1.9
1.7
2.9
2.5
0.9
6.1
2.6
6.6
4.0
29.4
1.8

2019
2.4
1.2
0.8
2.3
1.3
-0.2
4.2
2.2
6.1
0.8
-10.2
-4.2

Source: JUNE 2020, Global Economic Prospects, World Bank

2020
-5.2
-9.1
-7.2
-6.1
-6.0
-4.2
-3.2
-2.8
1.0
-13.4
-47.9
-5.9

2021
4.2
4.5
2.8
4.0
2.7
2.3
3.1
3.1
6.9
5.3
18.8
3.0
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Covid-19: deepest global recession in decades
•

The World Bank rejects the steepest economic decline in the world for decades and in Latin America for
a century

•

Latin America, which has had a sluggish economic decade in GDP, is projected to decline 7.2% this year
but recover by 2.8% next year.

•

However this decline in 2020 will wipe out modest gains of the past decade - Latin America GDP/Capita
will be the lowest in decade

•

The sharp decline in world trade, oil prices, and commodity prices are major contributors to the GDP
decline in Latin America
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Summarizing Latin America’s
prospects (SWOT)
◼

◼

◼

◼

Strengths internal: Coastal, abundant natural resources,
rising middle class, population growth, attractive to China
Weaknesses internal: Inequality, corruption, flawed
democracies, low regional integration, discrimination,
uncaring governments, foreign debt, sluggishness
Opportunities external: Regional cooperation, internal
market growth, add value to resource exports, tourism
Threats external: De-globalization, low commodity
prices, political unrest, populist pitfalls, fickle U.S. policy,
China dominance
Bottomline: Vast natural resources and improved

democracies, hopefully not forgotten in the future
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Summary: South America’s SWOT
◼

◼

◼
◼

◼

Strengths – Coastal, abundant natural resources, rising middle class, privatization, population
growth
Weaknesses – Inequality, corruption, fragile democracies, low regional integration, lack
confidence, ethnic discrimination, uncaring governments
Opportunities – Regional cooperation, internal market growth, add value to resource exports
Threats – De-globalization, low commodity prices, political unrest, populist pitfalls, fickle U.S.
policy
Bottomline: Vast natural resources and improving democracies, not to be forgotten in the

future
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Yes, fascinating yet so
frustrating

◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

Advanced civilizations yet easily conquered
Large yet peripheral and forgotten
Early decolonization yet late to stable democracy
Many initial members of UN, yet little clout
Not land-locked yet limited internal trade/integration
Abundant natural resources yet limited industry
Hailed as region of future yet always will be
Understanding Latin America getting easier because it’s
becoming more like U.S. – we’re 1/6 Latino
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In summary, fascinating yet so frustrating
◼
◼
◼
◼

◼
◼
◼

Advanced civilizations yet easily conquered
Large yet peripheral and forgotten
Early decolonization yet late to stable democracy
Many initial members of UN, yet little clout
Not land-locked yet limited internal trade
Abundant natural resources yet limited industry
Hailed as region of future yet always will be
Understanding Latin America getting easier because it’s becoming more like U.S., we’re 1/6 Latino
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Understanding Latin America
Summary & Conclusions

◼

◼
◼
◼

◼

“Born in blood and fire, in conquest and slavery” that
created the central conflict of its history
Natives devastated and displaced by colonization
In 1800s revolted and created independent nations
Post colonization - suffered political instability, military
dictatorships, overdependence on commodity exports
and late industrialization
Now emerging as a more stable and secure with
growing population, abundant resources, and potential
to combat global climate change
Remember to register for Part II beginning Aug 5 –
Why is Middle East so anti-West?
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Understanding Latin America
Summary & Conclusions

•
•
•
•
•

“Born in blood and fire, in conquest and slavery” that created the central conflict of its history
Natives devastated and displaced by colonization
In 1800s revolted and created independent nations
Post colonization - suffered political instability, military dictatorships, overdependence on
commodity exports and late industrialization
Now emerging as a more stable and secure with growing population, abundant resources, and
potential to combat global climate change

Remember to register for Part II beginning Aug 5 – Why is Middle East so anti-West?
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Part II. Understanding the Modern World
Online Zoom class by Joe Coffey: 10:30 AM- 12:00 PM,
Wednesdays Aug 5, 12, 19 and 26 via Senior Learners
◼

◼

◼

◼

These four lectures follow Part I, which explored Western Europe, British Empire, Soviet Union,
and Latin America. Copies of Part I lectures can be still downloaded free at coffeynotes.com.
Part II Lectures: Will follow the same format of live Zoom online on Wednesdays 10:30 AM12:00 PM on August 5, 12, 19 and 26. The lecture essential questions are: 1.) Why is Middle
East so anti-West? 2.) Why is Sub-Sahara Africa still so impoverished? 3.) Why is India finally
rising? 4.) Will China oust America?
Format: Lectures will be presented live online via Zoom with up to a quarter hour afterwards
reserved for questions and further discussion. PowerPoint presentations will be emailed in
advance and posted on coffeynotes.com. There are no restrictions on enrollment – anyone may
register and participate via the Internet from any location.
Registration: There is $10 registration fee for Part II. You must register online at
seniorlearners.online to receive the email with the links required to log in to the
classes. Registrants will be notified about a half hour prior to each class with the (lengthy)
logon code and password to permit access to the “waiting room” and then admitted to the
formal session. The online classroom conferencing session will be opened 15 minutes before
the scheduled start of classes and 15 minutes after scheduled end of the classes for discussion.
During the lecture, participants’ microphones will be muted and then unmuted afterwards for
questions and discussion. Online access can be with a computer, smart phone, or iPad. When
you first log on, a free copy of the conferencing software, Zoom, will be downloaded.
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Recommended Books for Understanding the World

•

Catherine Belton, Putin's People: How the KGB Took Back Russia and Then Took On the West , 2020 (Belton, former Moscow
correspondent, who details how Putin and his KGB cronies rose to power and installed a new generation of loyal oligarchs who have
siphoned billions of dollars and moved their spoils into the West. )

•

Charles Chasteen, Born in Blood and Fire – A Concise History of Latin America, Norton, 4th edition 2016 (Excellent overview of the
history of Latin America by a knowledgeable well-travelled historian.)

•

Karen Dawisha, PUTIN’S KLEPTOCRACY: Who Owns Russia? 2014 (Dawisha, scholar of Russian politics at Miami University in Ohio,
argues Putin and his friends from KGB days are kleptocrats who have become fabulously rich. Putin’s macho image and blaming all ills
on the West have garnered him widespread popular support.)

•

Richard Haass, The World – A Brief Introduction, Penguin Press, 2020 (Albeit criticized for being bland, is an excellent review of world
geopolitics by an experienced and well-informed foreign policy expert.)

•

Gilles Kepel, Away from Chaos: The Middle East and the Challenge to the West, , 2020 (New much acclaimed book by noted French
expert on Middle East)

•

David S. Mason, A Concise History of Modern Europe, 2019 (Brief 200-page history of the past 200 years of Europe provides an
excellent overview of French Revolution and Napoleon, Industrial Revolution World War I and II and collapse of communism.)

•

Jeffrey D. Sachs, The Ages of Globalization, 2020 (Sachs, a Columbia University economist, known for his works on poverty and
advocacy of the UN Millennium project, has just published a rather brief, but very insightful world history of globalization.)

•

Odd Arne Westad, The Cold War – A World History, 2017 (Best book on Cold War – very comprehensive and balanced by highly
respected Norwegian historian of Cold War and professor at Yale)
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Appendix: Background Information on Latin America

•
•
•
•
•

China surged ahead of Sub-Saharan Africa and India
Latin America was above, but now about same as world average
Latin America and M East & N Africa about same as world average
India moved ahead of Sub-Saharan Africa
Sub-Saharan Africa now lowest GDP/Capita of these major areas
33
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Appendix: Background Information on Latin America

Workforce Projections for 2050: Declines in Europe,
Russia & China, big gain in Sub-Sahara, India and MENA
Total & Working Age Population and Projections 2020 & 2050, millions
Region

2020
Total

% Change
2020-50

2050

20-64

2020-2050
Increase

2020-2050
Increase
Share

World

7,795

4,471

Total
9,735

986

100% 100%

Sub-Saharan Africa
India
China

1,094
1,380
1,439

484
802
930

2,118
1,639
1,402

1,106 94% 129%
1,001 19% 25%
770 -3% -17%

1,023 622
259 199
(37) (160)

53% 63%
13% 20%
-2% -16%

Latin America & Carib
MENA

654
498

386
279

762
700

441 17% 14%
392 40% 40%

W Europe
US
Russian Federation

413
331
146

240
194
89

419
379
136

218
1% -9%
210 15% 8%
74 -7% -17%

108
56
202 113
6 (22)
48
16
(10) (15)

20-64 Total 20-64
5,458 25% 22%

Total

1,940

20-64 Total 20-64

6%
10%
0%
2%
-1%

6%
11%
-2%
2%
-2%

Source: UN, World Population Prospects 2019, Medium Variant, Download 7/9/2020
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